ADDENDUM #3

DATE: July 20, 2022

TO: Prospective Proposers

RE: Addendum #3
Tyler Junior College
CSP No: J2120-22-08

NOTICE TO PROPOSERS:

This Addendum forms a part of the Notice to Bidders. **Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the Proposal/Quote.** Failure to do so may subject Proposer to disqualification.

QUESTION 1: Brick paver specifications.

ANSWER:

Additional source:

4x8, Ragland Full Range Chamfered Solid Paver
The actual square footage for brick pavers is 2,225 sq. ft.

The brick can be sourced from:
Metro Brick & Stone
Mel Specht
melspecht@metrobrick.com
214-707-4336 mobile